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We used a molecular evolutionary approach to investigate the species adaptation of rabies virus in nature. A maximum
likelihood analysis of selection pressures revealed that the nucleoprotein (N) and glycoprotein (G) genes of natural viral
isolates were highly constrained, especially at nonsynonymous sites, in contrast to the higher rates of nonsynonymous
evolution observed in viruses subject to laboratory passage. Positive selection was only found at a single amino acid
site—position 183 in the ectodomain of the G gene. The low rate of nonsynonymous evolution in natural isolates of rabies
virus may be due to constraints imposed by the need to replicate in multiple cell types within the host, which in turn facilitates
cross-species transmission, or because viral proteins are not subject to immune selection. Using known dates in the
epidemiologic history of European viral isolates, we estimated that overall rates of nucleotide substitution in rabies virus
were similar to those observed in other RNA viruses. Assuming that the average rate of synonymous change does not vary
among species, we estimated that the current genetic diversity in lyssavirus genotype 1 may have arisen only during the last
500 years. © 2002 Elsevier ScienceKey Words: rabies virus; lyssavirus; adaptation; phylogeny; positive selection; cross-species transmission; maximum
likelihood.INTRODUCTION
Rabies virus (genus Lyssavirus, family Rhabdoviridae)
is a RNA virus with a single-stranded, negative-sense
genome of approximately 12 kb in length that infects a
variety of vertebrate species. Although an effective vac-
cine is available, it is estimated that the human death toll
due to rabies is still approximately 60,000 people each
year (Meslin and Sto¨hr, 1997). Furthermore, bat-associ-
ated rabies viruses cause sporadic disease in humans
and livestock species and major epidemics in terrestrial
mammals are relatively commonplace (Childs et al.,
2000).
Rabies viruses form two types of association with their
host species. In the first, the virus establishes a stable
infection cycle within a particular mammalian species,
with transmission occurring through infected saliva in
bite wounds. Infections of this type are most notably
observed in carnivorous mammals (dogs, foxes, rac-
coons, skunks) as well as a variety of bat species.
Whether the virus always causes disease in these situ-
ations is unclear; although fatal rabies is common in
infected dogs, foxes, and raccoons, the same does not
always appear to be true of bats (Baer, 1991; Ronsholt et
al., 1998). The second form of virus–host interaction oc-
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247curs when the virus jumps species boundaries to infect
new hosts. Usually, such cross-species transmission
events result in sporadic cases of disease without fur-
ther transmission. The most obvious example of these
“spill-over” infections is human rabies, which generally
leads to a fatal outcome if symptoms arise, but where no
subsequent transmission takes place. Occasionally,
however, rabies viruses are able to establish productive
infections in new host species (Tordo et al., 1993; Nadin-
Davis et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1995). An important exam-
ple of such a successful host switch involved the transfer
of the virus from dogs to the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) in
Northeast Europe during the 1930s (Bourhy et al., 1999).
After the initial cross-species transmission event, rabies
virus was able to spread rapidly westward and south-
ward through European red fox populations in the sub-
sequent 60 years (Anderson et al., 1981; Bourhy et al.,
1999).
As cross-species transmission has been shown to
initiate epidemics of rabies virus, it is important to de-
termine why some host transfers are successful and
others are not. In general, the factors that enable viruses
to emerge in new species involve either ecological or
genetic characteristics of the virus and host. For rabies
viruses, a third category—behavioural factors—may be
added, as naturally aggressive biting behavior will
clearly facilitate transmission among canid mammals.
The ecological factors that control viral emergence
can be broadly classified as those that change the prox-
imity or density of host and recipient species. Changes in
0042-6822/02 $35.00
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248 HOLMES ET AL.population density may be particularly important since
more dense populations, which will have a more regular
supply of susceptible hosts, are able to carry viruses
with shorter durations of infection and higher virulence
(Anderson and May, 1991). Such demographic changes
are clearly implicated in the emergence of rabies in the
raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides), a canid spe-
cies that was introduced in large numbers into Northeast
Europe for fur farming during the 1920s to 1950s (Nowak
and Paradiso, 1983). The genetic factors that control viral
emergence may involve either host susceptibility to in-
fection or viral infectiousness. Because RNA viruses typ-
ically show high levels of genetic variation, it is likely that
strains will differ in their ability to replicate in new hosts
or are able to adapt quickly. Such a process has been
documented in rabies virus in vitro, where substitutions
in the viral glycoprotein (G) sequence which accumulate
in cell culture can change the tropism for nervous tis-
sues, thereby changing virulence (Morimoto et al., 1996,
1998). That this is an adaptive process was highlighted in
the study of Kissi et al. (1999), who observed substantial
genetic variation in the G gene from viruses passaged
through different host species, with greatly elevated
rates of nonsynonymous (dN) over synonymous (dS) sub-
stitutions per site, indicative of positive selection.
Despite the laboratory evidence for selectively driven
host adaptation in rabies virus, the molecular mecha-
nisms controlling this process are poorly understood and
there is little information about what genetic changes, if
any, mediate host transfer in natural infections. Previ-
ously, we analysed the phylogenetic relationships and
host species distribution of European rabies viruses
(Bourhy et al., 1999). This study focused on natural ge-
netic variation in the nucleoprotein (N) and G gene se-
quences as these are likely to be important in host
adaptation; the N protein is involved in the regulation of
transcription and replication (Emerson, 1987), while the
G protein, which reacts with host cell receptors, is the
main target of the immune response and is also impor-
tant in determining pathogenicity (Dietzschold et al.,
1983; Tuffereau et al., 1998; Thoulouze et al., 1998). Little
evidence of positive selection was found. Only a small
number of amino changes were observed among iso-
lates, with few defining each species or regional popu-
lation. Similarly, dN was consistently less than dS, even
though some codons had elevated levels of nonsynony-
mous diversity.
In the current study we present a more comprehensive
analysis of the evolutionary processes acting on rabies
virus in nature. Until recently, most analyses of selection
pressures using dN and dS (or more precisely the ratio
dN/dS, also denoted v) involved multiple pairwise com-
parisons. Although this approach is highly informative
when selection pressure is relatively strong, it can miss
positive selection that is localised to specific sites or
lineages (Zanotto et al., 1999). Consequently, more pow-erful methods have been developed that consider each
codon and/or each branch separately (Yang et al., 2000;
Yang and Bielawski, 2000). These methods also have a
more solid statistical basis as maximum likelihood infer-
ence is used to choose which of a series of models of
codon substitution best fits the data in hand. Some of
these models allow for positive selection (i.e., v . 1),
whereas others do not (v , 1). Herein, we apply these
methods to a large sample of G and N gene sequences,
including some newly determined, to obtain a better
understanding of the selection pressures acting on ra-
bies virus in nature.
RESULTS
Evolutionary relationships of global rabies virus
isolates inferred from G and N genes
To determine the evolutionary relationships among a
worldwide sample of rabies viruses (lyssavirus genotype
1), we constructed maximum likelihood phylogenetic
trees. The trees for 55 complete G and 80 complete N
gene sequences, including a set of laboratory passaged
strains, are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. A
phylogenetic tree of 71 partial G gene sequences was
essentially the same as that of the complete G gene
sequences with the addition of a large sample of Euro-
pean red fox and raccoon dog isolates that cluster with
the other European viruses as shown previously (Bourhy
et al., 1999; tree not shown, available on request). Of the
G gene sequences newly described in this article,
9107MAR and 9147FRA cluster with other dog, red fox,
and raccoon dog viruses from Europe and the Middle
East, while Thai strain 8743THA is highly divergent, al-
though sharing some evolutionary relationship with a
Chinese street strain.
In general, these phylogenies reveal more clustering
by geographical origin than host species, indicating that
viruses are able to cross species boundaries fairly freely.
The main exceptions to this were the viruses isolated
from various American bat species, which show some
species-specificity in the N gene phylogeny. However,
even in this case geographical clusters containing vi-
ruses from multiple species are apparent (Arai et al.,
1997; Nadin-Davis et al., 2001). Furthermore, the large
cluster of principally dog-associated viruses, including a
variety of vaccine strains, covers a wide geographical
area encompassing Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle
East, and the Americas, indicating that strain movement
has been widespread. Although more data from bat-
associated rabies viruses are clearly needed to fully
document the extent of viral traffic in nature, our phylo-
genetic analysis supports the theory that rabies viruses
generally circulate in a series of epizootiological com-
partments—geographically discrete clusters where viral
strains are able to infect a variety of species, even if they
are most often found in a single species (Rupprecht and
and th
ates ar
249EVOLUTION OF RABIES VIRUSSmith, 1994). However, when ecological conditions per-
mit it, widespread viral movement is possible.
Selection pressures in the rabies virus G and N
genes
The results of the maximum likelihood analysis of
selection pressures acting on the G gene are presented
FIG. 1. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of 55 sequences of t
values are shown next to key nodes only. The tree is mid-point rooted f
species (not necessarily the species from which the virus was isolated)
are given when strain names are not available. Heavily passaged isolin Tables 1 (complete sequences) and 2 (partial se-
quences). For the complete G gene sequences, exclud-ing passaged strains, there was no evidence for positive
selection acting at any site in this gene. Although the
models of codon substitution which allow for positive
selection (M2, M3, M8) were the most favoured, v (dN/dS)
values were generally low, indicating that this gene is
subject to relatively strong selective constraints. In M3,
for example, which assigns codons to three categories of
plete G gene of genotype 1 lyssaviruses. Neighbor-joining bootstrap
ty only and horizontal branch lengths are drawn to scale. The reservoir
eir geographical locations are indicated. GenBank accession numbers
e marked by an asterisk.he com
or clarisite (p0, p1, p2), each with a different v value (v0, v1, v2),
the vast majority of sites were highly constrained (p1 5
e given
250 HOLMES ET AL.0.933, v1 5 0.035), a small group were seemingly subject
to weak constraints (p0 5 0.063, v0 5 0.633), and an
even smaller proportion fell into the ambiguous region
between weak positive selection and neutral evolution
FIG. 2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of 80 sequences of t
values are shown for key nodes. The tree is mid-point rooted with
geographical locations are indicated. GenBank accession numbers ar
marked by an asterisk.(p2 5 0.004, v2 5 1.555). Very similar results were found
when 14 passaged isolates were included in the analysis(results not shown, available from the authors on re-
quest), indicating that laboratory adaptation has not had
a major effect on sequence diversity in this case.
In contrast, the selection analysis of the partial G gene
plete N gene of genotype 1 lyssaviruses. Neighbor-joining bootstrap
tal branch lengths drawn to scale. The reservoir species and their
when strain names are not available. Heavily passaged isolates arehe com
horizonsequences (excluding passaged strains), which includes
a larger number of isolates of European origin, presents
251EVOLUTION OF RABIES VIRUSsome evidence for positive selection. In particular, M3 is
favoured over competing models, although not quite sig-
nificantly so over M2 (P 5 0.110), and has one category
of sites indicative of positive selection (p2 5 0.0004; v2 5
3.290). Closer inspection reveals that this site category is
represented by just a single codon—amino acid 183
within the ectodomain of the G protein. Likewise, the M8
model, which also allows positive selection, was signif-
icantly favoured over M7, which does not, and also iden-
tified amino acid position 183 to be positively selected
with greater than 95% probability, although with slightly
weaker selection pressure (v10 5 2.719). Positive selec-
tion was also detected when passaged strains were
included in the analysis (results not shown, available
from the authors on request). In this case, both M3 and
M8 detected two sites with a high probability of falling
into the positively selected category—183 and 370—
although the selection pressures at both M3 and M8
were weak, v 5 1.931 and 1.776, respectively. Overall,
these results provide the strongest evidence for positive
selection acting at site 183, with marginal evidence for
selection at site 370, and no important differences be-
tween natural and passaged isolates.
Unlike the G gene, there was no evidence for positive
selection acting on any site in the N gene of rabies virus.
T
Summary of Selection Pre
Model Site categories (p) and d N/d S (v)
M0 v 5 0.1129
M1 p 0 5 0.884, p 1 5 0.116
M2 p 0 5 0.551, p 1 5 0.031, p 2 5 0.418
v2 5 0.115
M3 p 0 5 0.063, p 1 5 0.933, p 2 5 0.004
v0 5 0.633, v1 5 0.035, v2 5 1.555
M7 p 5 0.114, q 5 1.205
M8 p 5 0.219, q 5 3.247
p 10 5 0.019, v 10 5 1.106
T
Summary of Selection P
Model Site categories (p) and d N/d S (v)
M0 v 5 0.083
M1 p 0 5 0.897, p 1 5 0.103
M2 p 0 5 0.625, p 1 5 0.008, p 2 5 0.367
v2 5 0.149
M3 p 0 5 0.099, p 1 5 0.901, p 2 5 0.0004
v0 5 0.358, v1 5 0.029, v2 5 3.290
M7 p 5 0.194, q 5 2.603
M8 p 5 0.257, q 5 3.669p 10 5 0.0007, v 10 5 2.719Instead, the main evolutionary pattern documented was
one of strong selective constraints (Table 3). Specifically,
neither M3 nor M7 contained a category of sites with
v . 1.0, and in both cases most sites were strongly
constrained (for example, in M3 p1 5 0.879 with v1 5
0.014). Very similar results were obtained when the five
heavily passaged isolates were included in the analysis.
Rates of nucleotide substitution in rabies virus
For the partial G gene sequence, the mean rates of
synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution, per site,
inferred from European viral isolates with known dates of
sampling were estimated to be 4.10 3 1024 (60.30 3
1024) and 5.06 3 1025 (60.85 3 1025), respectively. The
equivalent rates for the complete N gene sequences
were 5.27 3 1024 (60.23 3 1024) and 2.85 3 1025
(60.265 3 1025), respectively. Hence, the synonymous
rates are similar between genes, as expected if synon-
ymous sites are evolving neutrally, while the nonsynony-
mous rate in G is almost twice that in N, again as
expected if there is some localised positive selection in
the former. The synonymous rate estimated for both
genes is also at the low end of the range for other RNA
viruses (range for 26 RNA viruses 5 7.9 3 1023 to 6.8 3
in the Complete G Gene
Likelihood test x2 P
M0 vs M2 243.946 ,0.000
M1 vs M2 191.248 ,0.000
M0 vs M3 245.136 ,0.000
M1 vs M3 192.438 ,0.000
M2 vs M3 1.190 0.552
M7 vs M8 15.386 ,0.000
s in the Partial G Gene
Likelihood test x2 P
M0 vs M2 67.56 ,0.000
M1 vs M2 163.416 ,0.000
M0 vs M3 71.97 ,0.000
M1 vs M3 167.826 ,0.000
M2 vs M3 4.410 0.110
M7 vs M8 11.770 0.003ABLE 1
ssuresABLE 2
ressure
252 HOLMES ET AL.1024; Jenkins et al., in press), although high enough to
confirm that the basic rates of mutation and replication in
rabies virus must be broadly similar to those in other
RNA viruses, while the relatively low rate of nonsynony-
mous substitution again confirms that most protein-cod-
ing sites are subject to strong selective constraints.
Assuming that synonymous substitution rates are con-
stant in all the viruses in our sample, which infect a
variety of vertebrate hosts, it is possible to provide an
approximate time scale for the evolution of genotype 1
lyssaviruses. In the N gene, for which most data are
available, the most divergent pair of sequences on the
tree (estimated by summing branch lengths) are NY771
from an American raccoon (Procyon lotor) and the Afri-
can dog-associated strain 8708NAM, which have a syn-
onymous distance of 0.3655. Given our average synony-
mous substitution rate estimated for the N gene, these
sequences would have diverged around 347 years ago.
Even if the lower synonymous rate from the G gene is
used, these sequences would only have separated ap-
proximately 446 years ago. Hence, our analysis suggests
that the genetic diversity in the currently available sam-
ple of genotype 1 lyssaviruses, including those from
American bat species, might have only arisen within the
last 500 years.
DISCUSSION
Evolutionary processes in rabies virus G and N genes
Our study provides evidence, albeit relatively weak, for
the positive selection of amino acid replacements in
rabies viruses in nature. Specifically, we identified amino
site 183 as subject to moderate positive selection pres-
sure (dN/dS 5 3.290), with rather more marginal evidence
for selection at codon position 370. There was no sug-
gestion of positive selection acting on the N gene, nor on
the various antigenic sites in the G gene, most notably
site III, which appears to be an important determinant of
T
Summary of Selectio
Model Site categories (p) and d N/d S (v)
M0 v 5 0.057
M1 p 0 5 0.926, p 1 5 0.074
M2 p 0 5 0.669, p 1 5 0.005, p 2 5 0.326
v2 5 0.098
M3 p 0 5 0.117, p 1 5 0.879, p 2 5 0.004
v0 5 0.170, v1 5 0.014, v2 5 1.000
M7 p 5 0.150, q 5 3.177
M8 p 5 0.296, q 5 8.161
p 10 5 0.005, v 10 5 0.958neuropathogenesis (Dietzschold et al., 1983; Flamand et
al., 1993), and which pairwise analyses of dN/dS havesuggested might be subject to adaptive evolution
(Badrane and Tordo, 2001). Further, we found no evi-
dence for positive selection at positions 132 and 333,
both of which have previously been shown to be involved
in rabies pathogenesis (Tuffereau et al., 1989) and which
were well conserved in the sequences analysed here.
Closer inspection reveals that amino acid position 183
in the G gene is highly variable, with five different amino
acids present in our sample of viruses. The most com-
mon amino acid at this position is Pro, which is found in
isolates from a variety of species, while Val is present in
some isolates from North American terrestrial mammals,
although the majority carry a Leu, and Trp occurs in a
single European fox isolate. Viruses from the divergent
Silver-haired bat virus (SHBRV) and raccoons possess
an Ala at site 183. Assuming the rooting of our G gene
phylogenies is correct (Fig. 1), then a Pro3 Leu replace-
ment has occurred three times independently and it is
this convergent evolution that clearly provides the signal
of positive selection in these data. Indeed, the fact that
this replacement has occurred twice within the European
viruses alone is the reason selection was not detected
until the partial sequences from the European red fox
isolates were included in the analysis. Interestingly, the
Pro 3 Leu change occurs twice more when passaged
isolates are considered. This could mean that this re-
placement might also be involved in adaptation to pas-
sage conditions, although not all passaged strains pos-
sess this amino acid change (and this replacement was
not seen in the study of Kissi et al., 1999), or perhaps
more likely that a Leu at position 183 was present in the
natural ancestors of the passaged isolates.
Despite the evidence for positive selection at position
183, the mechanisms by which this selection occurs are
unclear. Although position 183 does not fall into any of
the antigenic sites described previously, it is immediately
adjacent to antigenic site II (R184), is located within a
neurotoxin-like region (Braci et al., 1992; Donnelly-Rob-
sures in the N Gene
Likelihood test x2 P
M0 vs M2 371.886 ,0.000
M1 vs M2 1111.518 ,0.000
M0 vs M3 377.034 ,0.000
M1 vs M3 1116.666 ,0.000
M2 vs M3 5.148 0.076
M7 vs M8 74.444 ,0.000ABLE 3
n Preserts and Lentz, 1991), and is one which contains the
putative attachment site for the nicotine acetylcholine
253EVOLUTION OF RABIES VIRUSreceptor. This region was also shown to be variable in a
comparison of SHBRV and coyote street rabies (COSRV)
strains (Morimoto et al., 1996). Hence, it is possible that
site 183 plays some role in determining cell tropism in
vivo, although this is clearly an area for further study.
Visual inspection of the other putatively selected site,
position 370, merely confirmed that it is difficult to un-
equivocally demonstrate selection at this site, although it
is located within a pH-independent fusion domain
(Durrer et al., 1995; Kawai and Morimoto, 1994). By far the
most common amino acid at this site was His, which is
found in viruses isolated from a variety of species. A
His 3 Asn change has occurred on three occasions
within European viruses, although in only a small num-
ber of isolates, and SHBRV also possesses an Asn in this
position. Finally, a single His 3 Arg change has oc-
curred in a North American Arctic fox isolate. As with site
183, the His 3 Asn change has occurred twice more in
viruses with long passage histories.
Although there is evidence for highly localised positive
selection pressure in the G gene, the overall level of
nonsynonymous variation exhibited in rabies virus is
very low. While the relatively strong selective constraints
in the N gene have been reported previously (Amengual
et al., 1997; Kissi et al., 1995), the general conservation of
the G gene is noteworthy as viral glycoproteins are often
associated with high levels of nonsynonymous diversity
and provide some of the best examples of positive se-
lection in nature (Yang and Bielawski, 2000; Valarcher et
al., 2000). In particular, nonsynonymous rates up to two
orders of magnitude higher than those seen in rabies
virus have been documented in the glycoproteins of
viruses thought to be under strong immune selection,
such as HIV-1 (Leitner and Albert, 1999), hepatitis C virus
(Power et al., 1995), and influenza A virus (Bush et al.,
1999). Moreover, similar methods to those used here
have identified more abundant positive selection in two
other negative-strand RNA viruses—measles virus
(Woelk et al., 2001) and respiratory syncytial virus (Woelk
and Holmes, 2001), and a third, vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV), has been suggested to undergo adaptive evolu-
tion in nature (Rodriguez et al., 1996).
The constrained nonsynonymous evolution of rabies
virus is even more striking given that laboratory studies
reveal that genetic variation can be generated extremely
rapidly. For example, Kissi et al. (1999) studied the gen-
eration of genetic diversity in a European fox isolate that
was serially passaged in mice, dogs, cats, and cell
culture. Nonsynonymous diversity appeared quickly, es-
pecially in the G gene, a process that appeared to be
selectively driven. In particular, dN/dS ratios of 3.544 and
1.283 for G and N genes, respectively, were observed
across the entire regions analysed. These ratios provide
compelling evidence for positive selection as it must
reflect elevated dN levels at a large number of codons,
although it is also possible that some of the nonsynony-mous mutations observed during passaging are delete-
rious and will ultimately be removed by selection. Hence,
the evolution of rabies virus can differ greatly between
natural and laboratory environments, with the former
dominated by purifying selection and the latter liable to
strong positive selection.
If rabies virus can evolve quickly when the need
arises, why is nonsynonymous evolution so constrained
in nature? A relatively low rate of nonsynonymous sub-
stitution has also been observed in vector-borne RNA
viruses (Jenkins et al., in press; Weaver et al., 1992), per-
haps because the need to replicate in both vertebrate and
invertebrate hosts imposes strong selective constraints
(Weaver et al., 1999), although this has been questioned
(Novella et al., 1999). Rabies viruses may represent an
analogous example where genetic constraints are im-
posed by the need to replicate in very different cell types.
Hence, although rabies virus has a strong neurotropism,
replication in vivo does not only take place in neuronal
cells. In particular, there is evidence that the virus repli-
cates in muscle tissue at the site of inoculation before
entering the peripheral and central nervous systems as
well as the salivary glands and other nonnervous tissues
(Charlton et al., 1997). As a case in point, Morimoto et al.
(1996) suggested that the ability to replicate in epidermal
cells may have adaptive value for SHBRV as elevated
viral load would increase the chance of finding a nerve
fibre, an important requirement for bats where the infect-
ing dose may be much less than infections involving
canid mammals. If selection pressure for broad tropism
is strong, so that rabies viruses are adapted to replicate
in a diverse range of cell types, then it is also possible
that this virus is preadapted to replicate in a wide range
of species. In other words, we hypothesise that the
constraints imposed by the need to replicate in a range
of cell types mean that rabies virus can jump with rela-
tive ease to other species that have similar cell types.
Hence, strong purifying and weak positive selection
would be the norm in nature.
An alternative explanation for the relative lack of non-
synonymous variation is that the G glycoprotein is not
subject to the strong immune selective pressures that
characterise the envelope proteins of some other vi-
ruses. Specifically, the rapid dispersal of rabies virus into
cells of the central nervous system (CNS) may be an
adaptive strategy to evade host immune pressure as
CNS cells are generally under weak immune surveil-
lance (Charlton et al., 1996, 1997) and a rapid spread of
virus from the peripheral site of entry to the CNS with
little prior replication has been reported (Ceccaldi et al.,
1989; Shankar et al., 1991). Further, it is estimated that
levels of immunity in raccoon populations experiencing a
major rabies epizootic are very low (1–5%) (Childs et al.,
2000). Consequently, the envelope glycoprotein is not
engaged in an evolutionary arms race with the host
immune system. Finally, it is also possible that the evo-
254 HOLMES ET AL.lution of rabies viruses in nature is greatly affected by
stochastic processes, including population bottlenecks
which may occur among hosts during transmission, and
within hosts as variants infect different cell types (Amen-
gual et al., 1997). The long-term outcome of these re-
peated sampling effects would be to dissipate the power
of natural selection.
Age of genetic diversity in rabies virus
Our analysis of rates of nucleotide substitution sug-
gests that the current genetic diversity in samples of
lyssavirus genotype 1 from diverse geographical loca-
tions and different species may have only arisen within
the last 500 years. If true, such a recent history has a
number of important implications. First, it is clear that the
virus itself is far older than this, with descriptions of the
highly characteristic symptoms of rabies illness, often in
dogs, dating back many millennia, including references
in the Talmud and the works of Aristotle (Rupprecht and
Hanlon, 1997). Consequently, such recent divergence
times would mean that these ancient medical records
are describing different viral lineages to those that are
circulating today. More intriguing is that rabies was not
described in the New World until the time of European
colonisation, with the first good descriptions occurring in
the 18th century (Rupprecht and Hanlon, 1997). Given our
estimated times of divergence, the implication is that the
viral lineages currently associated with New World bats
first entered this continent at the time of European colo-
nisation and have sustained their transmission there
ever since. Of course, care must be taken in making such
inferences as substitution rates may vary among species
where the nature of the virus-host association is differ-
ent, most notably bats. While more work is clearly
needed to test the accuracy of the substitution rates and
divergence times we estimate, it is noteworthy that our
synonymous rate is broadly similar to those seen in a
wide variety of RNA viruses and to that previously esti-
mated for lyssaviruses (Badrane and Tordo, 2001). More-
over, the genetic diversification of rabies virus in popu-
lations of red fox and striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) in
Ontario has seemingly occurred during the last 40–50
years, which would not be the case if rabies were an
unusually slowly evolving RNA virus (Nadin-Davis et al.,
1994, 1999). Finally, viral strains isolated from different
species appear to be under similar selection pressures,
suggesting that the overall substitution rate has not
changed dramatically on the infection of new species.
For example, in the N gene, for which a large number of
isolates from different species are available, mean dN/dS
values are similar among bat-associated viruses (0.053)
to those obtained from all other mammalian species
(0.062). The future investigation of rates of viral evolution
in different species will evidently shed more light on thenature of species adaptation as well as on the ultimate
origin of rabies virus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequence data
The G gene sequences of three rabies viruses were
produced in this study. Two represented human associ-
ated strains; 8743THA was isolated in Thailand in 1983
while 9107MAR was isolated in Morocco in 1990. Dogs
were the reservoir species in both cases. The third
isolate, 9147FRA, was obtained from a red fox in France
in 1991. RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis, PCR amplifica-
tion, and cloning of these isolates was performed ac-
cording to Kissi et al. (1995) using primers L, M1.1: 59-
CCTTGATGATATAGTTAAAGAGGC-39 (nucleotides 2212–
2235) and G6: 59-CGTTGGTCACTGAAACTGCTAGAAG-39
(nucleotides 5110–5096), according to Kissi et al. (1995)
(positions relative to the PV rabies virus genome, Tordo
et al., 1986). Sequencing was performed as described
previously (Kissi et al., 1995).
All other rabies virus G and N gene sequences anal-
ysed were collected from GenBank. Our analysis was
restricted to “classical” rabies viruses—genotype 1 of
the genus Lyssavirus—because of the extensive diver-
sity between viruses from different genotypes, especially
at synonymous sites (Badrane et al., 2001; Bourhy et al.,
1993, 1995). This meant that viruses from African, Aus-
tralian, and European bats were excluded from the anal-
ysis, while those from American bats, which fall within
the classical rabies viruses, were included.
Four different G gene data sets were constructed. Two
covered the entire nucleotide sequence (1572 bp) and
differed in that one contained all currently available se-
quences (n 5 55), while the second excluded those
strains known to have long passage histories (n 5 41).
Two further data sets were created containing partial G
gene sequences (690 bp) that are available from a larger
number of isolates, particularly those of European origin.
Again, data sets containing all available isolates (n 5 71)
and with passaged isolates excluded (n 5 60) were
compiled. Long-term passaged isolates were removed
as this process has been previously documented to
produce spurious evidence for positive selection in other
viruses (Woelk and Holmes, 2001). The isolates removed
were as follows: all PV derivatives (e.g., ERA, SAD.B19,
Vnukovo-32); all CVS derivatives; all FLURY derivatives;
3aG; and RC-HL.
Only complete gene sequences were analysed in the
case of the N gene (1350 bp). Because of the very large
number of sequences available and the computational
intensity of the selection analysis, an initial tree of 121
isolates was constructed, which was then pruned by
removing isolates that were closely related to others in
the data set. This resulted in a data set of n 5 80 that
represented the full diversity of N gene sequences avail-
255EVOLUTION OF RABIES VIRUSable, and n 5 75 when passaged isolates were removed.
A full list of all the virus isolates used in this study, as
well as the sequence alignments, are available at http://
evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk/.
Phylogenetic analysis
Phylogenetic trees were estimated using a maximum
likelihood (ML) method under the general time-reversible
(GTR) model of nucleotide substitution, with the rate of
each type of substitution estimated from the data. The
ML base frequencies were also estimated from the data,
as were the proportion of invariable sites and a gamma
distribution of rate variation among sites. Parameter val-
ues are available from the authors on request. The start-
ing tree in the search was found using neighbor-joining
and this was followed by successive rounds of TBR
branch-swapping, identifying the ML substitution param-
eters at each stage, until the tree of highest likelihood
was found. The robustness of each node on the tree was
assessed using the bootstrap resampling method, with
all 1000 replicates estimated using the neighbor-joining
procedure, but with the input genetic distances produced
under the ML substitution model. All trees were esti-
mated using the PAUP* package (Swofford, 2000).
Analysis of selection pressures
We used a maximum likelihood approach to investi-
gate selection pressures in rabies virus. In this analysis
the numbers of nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous
(dS) substitutions per site are determined for each codon
using various models of codon substitution and taking
into account the phylogenetic tree linking the sequences
(Yang et al., 2000). The models of codon substitution
either fix or estimate dN/dS ratios, referred to here by the
v parameter. The model with the highest likelihood best
explains the data and if this model shows v . 1 at any
site, then positive selection is supported. The simplest
model, M0, calculates a single v value for all sites. M1
divides codons into two categories, one for invariant
sites (p0), with v0 fixed at 0, and second category (p1),
with v1 set to 1, thereby representing neutral sites. M1 is
therefore a strictly neutral model of evolution. In contrast,
M2 can account for positive selection because a third
category of sites (p2) is added at which v2 (estimated
from the data), can be .1. In M3, the v ratio is estimated
separately from the data for three site classes. Because
the v value for any site class can be .1, this model also
allows for positive selection. M7 and M8 both use a
discrete beta distribution (with 10 categories) to model v
ratios among sites. The beta distribution can take a
range of shapes described by parameters p and q, al-
though M8 differs from M7 in that it estimates an 11th
category of sites (p10) at which v can be .1. Models that
are nested may be compared using a likelihood ratio test
(LRT) in which twice their difference in log likelihood iscompared to the value obtained under a x2 distribution.
In particular, both M0 and M1 are nested with M2 and
M3, and M7 is nested with M8. Bayesian methods can
also be used to calculate the probability that a particular
codon falls into the positively selected class, although
only when this probability is .0.95 are sites considered
to be selected in this analysis. Finally, the free ratio (FR)
model estimates the v ratio for the entire gene along
each branch of the tree. This was used in the estimation
of substitution rates. All these methods were imple-
mented using the CODEML program of the PAML pack-
age (Yang, 1997).
Estimating rates of nucleotide substitution
Rates of nucleotide substitution for the G and N genes
were estimated using information about the epidemio-
logic history of rabies virus in Europe. Specifically,
records suggest that rabies virus first jumped from dogs
to the red fox during the 1930s. This cross-species trans-
mission most likely took place in Northeast Europe, with
the virus spreading westward and southward from this
point (Bourhy et al., 1999). This spread is clearly visible in
phylogenetic trees of the G and N genes; the deepest
lineages associated with the red fox are from samples
collected in Northeast Europe, while the most recent
branches are from samples collected in Western Europe.
Consequently, we conservatively assume that the root of
the red fox part of the phylogenetic tree dates to 1930.
We can therefore obtain estimates of nonsynonymous
and synonymous rates for the red fox part of the tree by
summing dN and dS values for the branches leading from
the root point to each individual tip on the tree and then
dividing by the total time depth of each pathway (i.e.,
1930 to sampling date; mean 5 57 years). This analysis
was undertaken on 21 partial G genes sequences and 22
complete N gene sequences (excluding passaged
strains). Although shared phylogenetic history will mean
that not every estimate is independent, this method
should provide a good general indication of the substi-
tution rate in rabies virus. dS and dN values for each
branch were estimated under the FR model in CODEML.
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